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Announcements 

Next College Senate Meeting 

October 21 (All College Meeting) 

1997-98 College Senate Fund Appeal. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Each year the College Senate asks for your contributions to the College Senate Fund. This year 
we are experimenting with a "high-tech" fund appeal, by sending th~s announcem~nt ~ut through 
electronic mail and through the College Senate Bulletin. If we recetve your contnbutton before October 
22, then you will NOT receive a fund appeal letter through campus mail, and we will have saved some 
paper and envelopes. 

The College Senate Fund is used for four purposes: 

To express compassion and sympathy to colleagues and their families during times of serious 
illness or bereavement; 

To provide retiring colleagues with a memento for their service to Geneseo; 

To present a graduating senior with the Richard Roark award; 

To support research activities of the faculty through the College Senate Small Grants program. 

If you would like to contribute, please make checks payable to the Geneseo Foundation/College 
Senate Fund, and send your contribution to Kurt Fletcher, College Senate Treasurer, Greene 136D 
through campus mail. Contributions in the range of ten to twenty dollars are typical, but we appreciate 
gifts of any amount. These donations are tax deductible. 

We would like to recognize your generosity by publishing the names of the donors in the College 
Senate Bulletin with the Treasurer's report at the end of the year. Individual gift amounts will not be 
published. If I receive your contribution before October 22, I will send you a note via e-mail asking for 
permission to publish your name with our list of donors. 

Thank you for supporting the Geneseo College Senate Fund. 

Kurt Fletcher 
College Senate Treasurer 
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Executive Committee Minutes 
23 September 1997 

Present: M. Allison, J. Boiani (Chair), S. Bossung, K. Cylke, C. Dahl, G. DeHart, B. Dixon, 
K. Fletcher, S. Landes, C. Klima, J. Over, J. Reber, R. Rosenberg, P. Schacht 

Call to Order: Chair J. Boiani called the meeting to order at 12:02 PM. 

Approval of the minutes: 
On page 64, "Asian" should be "Asia". The September 16 executive committee minutes (pp. 63-65 in the 
Bulletin) were approved unanimously. 

REPORTS 
Chair (J. Boiani): 
The Chair states that in consultation with the Dean, as a clarification to his statement at the September 16 
College Senate Meeting, the February I 8 College Senate meeting is the deadline for the second reading 
of courses for the Schedule and for the College Bulletin. Therefore, the first reading must be at the 
December Senate meeting. 
The Chair asked for input from the Executive Committee on how to proceed with the Distance Learning 
Committee Report. 
The discussion lasted nearly 30 minutes. 
Most of the conversation centered on the following: Cylke praised the DLC for their report and 
suggested that it go directly to Senate as policy. Senate would vote on the recommendations of the report 
and the administration would incorporate the recommendations as it saw fit. This idea was supported 
strongly by Over, Policy Chair, to whose committee the report would otherwise be sent. Dahl also spoke 
toH;ards this idea. Bossung objected, noting that the initial charge from the Senate (of which she was 
Chair), was to make suggestions back to the Executive Committee of Senate. Bossung asked that the 
relevant Committee Chairs, Over (POL), Schacht (UCC), Klima (GAAC), and DeHart ( FAC) should hm·e 
time to evaluate the report first. 
Over moves and Reber seconds a motion to bring the report to the Senate as a matter of policy, and if it is 
approved at First and Second readings, it will be forwarded to the President for his approval as the policy 
for approving synchronous distance learning courses taught in the Distance Learning Facility. In a 
friendly amendment, Bossung asks that the appropriate Committee Chairs review the report and that the 
Chair bring it to the Senate at an appropriate time. This passed unanimously. 
Some highlights from the other comments: 
Reber, noting Wallace's sentiment of unresolved issues from the DLC and the administration, asked for 
the administration to state what these issues were and how they conflicted with the report. 
Dahl cited two problems from the administrative standpoint: 1) it's "hard to predict the future" and 2) 
polic.v cannot conflict with the terms and conditions of employment of Collective Bargaining and/or 
SUNY Potier. 
Cylke sugg;sts that the SUNY Learning Network be studied by Policy or the equivalent. 

In other business, Reber suggested to the Chair that meetings end at 1 PM and that the agenda roll until 
the next week. Dahl thought the idea prudent. The Chair incorporated that suggestion starting today, but 
noted that days where the fu11 Senate meets there may be longer sessions. 
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President (C. Dahl): 
No report. 

Provost (B. Dixon): 
The Provost commented that the CRSC (Curriculum Review Steering Committee) has met and got off to 
a good start. Dean Greenfield is currently coordinating schedules such that the Committee can meet. 

Treasurer's Report (K. Fletcher): 
$4292.96 in Senate account. 
Announcements for contributions to the College Senate Fund will appear in the appropriate Listservers. 
If no contribution is received, that person will receive a reminder letter. 
Cylke asks if contributions can be made using a weekly or biweekly paycheck deduction method. 
Fletcher believes they can. 

University Faculty Senator's Report (J. Reber): 
Reber praised the reply to the General Education Draft and says that Dean Greenfield has addressed the 
important issues. 
Cylke, as a part of the body which drafted the reply, stated that the body came to a quick consensus and 
worked on achieving the correct tone for the response. 
Reber moves and Cylke seconds a motion that the Executive Committee of the College Senate strongly 
endorses the reply to the General Education Draft prepared by the General Education Committee. The 
Senate Chair will prepare a cover letter to be included with the response that includes this motion and is 
signed by him and the University Faculty Senator (Reber). 
Bossung asks that the section on "Aims and Goals" be as strongly worded as in "Transfer Issues". 
Specifically, that local campuses have the power to define "areas". After some discussion of tire logistics 
of this point, Dahl suggests that Dean Greenfield add a sentence which emphasizes the province of the 
faculty to determine the shape and nature of general education. Provost Dixon states that the Dean u·i!l 
be gone from 9124-9126. 
Bossung's request for adding a sentence to "Aims and Goals" affirming local control of the shape and 
nature of general education is added as a friendly amendment and the motion passes unanimously. 

Central Council (l\1. Allison): 
Undergraduate Student Senator Paul Stringer has been replaced by Meghan Dolan. 
The Director of Business Affairs will start on 9/29. 
A request by students is made for the teaching of American Sign Language as a credit course. 

Standing Committee Reports: 
Due to the hour, the reports were deferred until next week. 
Landes and Klima ask for the appointment of Graduate Student representatives to SAC 
and GAAC, respectively. 

Adjournment: 

The Chair solicited an adjournment motion at 1:00 P. M. Schacht complied 
and Bossung seconded. 

Respectfully Submitted: R. E. Rosenberg, Secretary 
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Undergraduate Policy, Core, and Review Committee Minutes 
September 23, 1997 

Present: M. Blood, N. Buckley, J. Bushnell, R. Chierici, T. Everett, E. Gillin, T. Greenfield (Guest) 
N. Ives, K. Kozik, C. Leary, J. Lovett, M. Magee, P. Murphy, J. Over (Chair), D. Rapinski, M. Schinski, 
L. Stone 

Excused: W. Gohlman 

Chair Jeff Over called the meeting to order at 4:00 P. M. 

I. The proposal to change the passing grade for courses on pass/fail from D to C- was discussed. Pat 
Murphy spoke of faculty concern over giving credit for marginal work, especially in light of our quest for 
Honors College designation. Discussion focused on the problem of inconsistency between the student 
taking the course for a letter grade being able to pass with a D and the student electing the pass/fail 
option needing aC-to pass. Various suggestions were offered including eliminating the D grade, 
eliminating the pass/fail option, and substituting the opportunity to audit for the pass/fail. Dean 
Greenfield stated the administration position that the policy be consistent throughout the College and not 
individualized by department. The Committee decided more data is needed before making a decision. 
Dean Greenfield will try to obtain more information on how many electing the P/F option earn C- and D 
grades. 

2. The Committee discussed the campus regulation regarding students that are persona 11011 grata or 
suspended from the college taking distance learning courses at another institution that require 
consultation with Geneseo faculty. It was decided that if they are barred from the Geneseo campus, then 
they not be able to take a distance learning course that would require their coming to the Geneseo 
campus. 

3. Chair Jeff Over reported on discussion of the Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Distance Learning 
in the Executive Committee meeting. The recommendation is that the report be presented to the College 
Senate as a whole and not to the Policy Committee until the Senate has debated it. 

4. Jan Lovett expressed her concern over 200 level courses with no prerequisites, and suggested we 
should be concerned with increasing rigor. Discussion continued about the qualities of 200 level courses. 
The Committee did not see a reason to require prerequisites for 200 level courses. 

The meeting adjourned at 5:00P.M. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Nancy Ives 
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State University of New York College at Geneseo's Recommendations and Comments 
Concerning the Draft of the General Education Report 

Prepared by the Task Force on General Education 

Geneseo commends the Task Force on General Education for producing a document that 
is comprehensive yet concise. It raises virtually all of the salient issues atte?dant to the task, 
organizes them sensibly, and presents them in a straightforn:ard and ~ccessible m.an~er. We find 
particularly admirable the discussion toward the end of Sec.ti~n I, whic~ lays out .msightfully the 
difficult balance of system-wide needs for coherence and CIVIC responsiveness With campus 

needs for individual identity and local control. 

Some subsequent sections of the document reflect this balance more clearly than others. 
In particular we find two issues where some reinforcement of campu.s initiative will .help . 
maintain the balance between system and campus concerns so effectively presented m SectiOn I 
of the document: a) transfer issues and b) campus applications of proposed aims and goals. 

Transfer Issues. 

Geneseo fully supports the call for transfer policies that abet timely degree-completion 
schedules and effective transfers from Associate to Baccalaureate-degree granting institutions. 
Much of the discussion in the Task Force draft does so ~ith appropriate attention to the needs of 
individual campuses. However, two items require some revision to maintain the balance set forth 

in Section I. 

1) For transfer students, graduation from a SUNY institution with an AA or AS degree will 
satisfy all general education requirements for the first two years of a baccalaureate degree 
(Recommendation 4, Admissions Standards). 

The unmitigated nature of the statement -- the presence of the word "all"-- suggests the 
interpretation, perhaps unintentionally, that where transfer students are concerned baccalaureate 
degree-granting institutions will have no local authority over any aspect of the general education 
curricula designed for the first two years, including unique and defining features of their 
programs. We recommend the following less restrictive wording: For transfer students, 
graduation from a SUNY institution with an AA or AS degree will satisfy most, if not all, general 
education requirements for the first two years of a baccalaureate degree. 

Geneseo opposes an absolute waiver of all freshman and sophomore-level general 
education requirements irrespective of academic merit or campus curriculum policies. Such an 
interpretation is inconsistent with the balance between local and state concerns that opens the 
document and, thus, propels the document into contention with itself. More importantly, this 
interpretation ignores the historical role that liberal arts core education, particularly core 
programs designed for first and second year students, has played in defining institutional mission 
and establishing educational quality at the best schools in the country: state and private, small 
and large. 
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2) insuring that general education requirements do not hinder easy [emphasis added] 
transferability of students within SUNY (recommendation 2, page 3). 

We support this concept but fear that the word "easy" unintentionally enshrines the 
administrative transfer processes while ignoring the attendant academic issues. Moreover, the 
word "easy" has come to be associated with some of the less inspiring aspects of academic life 
("easy class," "easy prof,","," easy 'A'). . 

If transferability requires a modifier, perhaps student-centered, appropriate, efficient, 
reasonable, or expeditious would make the same point for alacrity and simplicity while 
simultaneously alluding to larger contexts that frame the transfer process. 

Aims and Goals 

List of Aims 

The list of skills and knowledge and inquiry domains (Recommendation 2, page 4) 
presents an appropriate charge to faculty at individual campuses to determine the means for 
meeting these aims. However, the list itself (particularly the sub-list of knowledge and. inquiry 
domains) offers neither definitions of terms nor comments about the relative emphasis to be 
placed on each item within the list. A reader might well infer that the definition of each term is 
self-evident, the classifications and groupings fixed, and the value of each aim and goal assessed 
as being relatively equal to every other aim and goal. We assume this is not the intended 
interpretation. 

In addition to determining how aims will be fulfilled, individual campuses should have 
considerable influence over how general education aims will be defined, weighted, and grouped. 
For example, a college may choose to separate "arts" and "humanities" into two different 
domains, or unite "global perspectives" and "human diversity" into a single domain, or re-name 
the unfamiliar and relatively untested "people and the environment." Presumably (and desirably), 
such local revisions lie within the spirit of the document. 

The document would benefit considerably from the addition of a simple statement after 
'the "knowledge and inquiry domains" list to the effect that: faculty at the individual campuses 
will define and assign relative weight to areas within their respective general education 
programs. Although some may infer that position from the document, others may not. Such a 
qualification will provide appropriate and important guidance to the campuses. 

Appendix III 

In addition we recommend that the Task Force revise Appendix III so that the goals for 
each skill and content domain be separated from the examples; examples should appear as an 
addendum to the goals. The appearance of some examples beneath (as if to be part and parcel of) 
the first published appearance of the system-wide goals may have the unintended consequence of 
privileging these particular examples and conferring upon them the force of implementation 
guidelines. The examples are helpful and should remain in the document, but only as an 
appendix to the goals. 
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Additional Commentary 

Section/, paragraph 2, "Uncomfortable both with. ... democratic social theory.- A two or three 
paragraph history of a subject so sweeping and controversial as general educati_on will n~ver f~lly 
satisfy a broad readership, and we defer to the Task Force's judgment on the wtsdom of mclu~mg 
one at all. However, we do find the sentence on 'general education's discomfort' to be contentiOus 
to no visible purpose and laden with potentially offensive language ("perennialist," "elitist," etc.). 
We strongly suggest the deletion of this sentence. 

Section Ill, Recommendation /, Definition of General Education No single, brief definition of 
general education will accommodate every vision within the state system, but we believe this one 
can be significantly improved. The selection of weak modifiers ("unspecialized," "useful") is 
problematic as is the distracting dichotomy between general education and "jobs and 
professions." As it stands, the definition would not adequately support meaningful, system-wide 
deliberations and debate over general education. We commend to you Gaff and Ratliffs 
discussion of the characteristics of common learning in Handbook of the Undergraduate 
Curriculum (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1997). This and other volumes can provide some 
guidance in meeting the admittedly vexing task of articulating a clear and forceful definition of 
general education. 

Section Ill, Recommend(aion 2, "SKILLS" and also Appendix Ill, SKILLS (fourth entry) 
"Quantitative processes": "Quantitative processes" are not properly skills, and so this skill needs 
rewording as well as broadening. "Quantitative skills" is too narrow a category, ignoring the wide 
range of logical skills and the entire field of problem solving (which includes computer 
programming in order to "problem-solve"). We suggest replacing "Quantitative processes" both 
under Section III, Recommendation 2, "SKILLS" and Appendix III, fourth entry, with 
"Quantitative and logical reasoning." We also suggest expanding the examples of relevant 
competencies under this heading in Appendix III to include logic. For example: 

Quantitative and Logical Reasoning 

_I. Goal: T? develop in students basic knowledge about and the ability to use quantitative and 
logical reasomng to help them make decisions in their lives and careers· 

' 

2. Examples of relevant competencies: Students should be able to 

~- illustrate the uses of mathematics and logic in history and in addressing contemporary 
ISSUes; 

b. clearly express mathematical and logical ideas in written form 
c. explain what constitute~ a valid mathematical or logical arguru'ent (proof); 
d. understand and apply higher-order problem solving and/or modeling strategy (not to 
exclude computer problem solving). 
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